
WORD  SIMILAR WORDS USE 
Title Título The title of the map 
Symbols símbolo The symbols represent 

things on the map 
Key Clave / leyendo The key describes the 

symbols and has the scale 
Compass (Rose) compás The compass shows the 

cardinal directions 
Grid  A grid is used to locate 

areas on a map 
Coordinates coordenadas Coordinates are used to find 

areas on grids 
Cardinal Directions direcciones cardinales The Cardinal Directions are 

N/S/E/W 
Scale escala The scale tells you the 

relative distance between 
places. 

Landmarks  Landmarks are key objects 
or buildings. 

Location localización A location is where 
something can be found 

Inches Pulgadas Inches are units of 
measurement. 12 inches 
make up 1 foot. 

Feet Pies Feet are units of 
measurement. 3 feet make 
up a yard 

Yards Yardas Yards are units of 
measurement. A yard is 
made up of 3 feet. 

Centimeters centímetro Centimeters are small units 
of measurement. 

Ratios  A ratio is a comparison 
between two things. 

Ruler  A ruler is a tool used to 
measure length in feet. 

Yardstick criterio A yardstick is a tool to 
measure length in yards. 

Tape Measurer grabe la medidor A tape measurer is a tool 
that can measure long 
distances. 

Perimeter perímetro A perimeter is the distance 
around an area. 

North norte North is a cardinal 
direction. North typically 
points up. 



South Sur South is a cardinal 
direction. South typically 
points down. 

East Este East is a cardinal direction. 
East typically points right. 

West oeste West is a cardinal direction. 
West typically points left. 

Inter-Cardinal Directions  Inter-Cardinal Directions 
are the directions between 
cardinal directions. They 
include north-west, north-
east, south-west, and south-
east. 

Orientation orientación Orientation is a knowledge 
of your surroundings and 
location. 

Reference Point punta de referencia A reference point is one 
that is typically used as a 
reference for another 
location. 

Above arriba The sky is located above 
your head. 

Below debajo The ground is located below 
your feet. 

Beside al lado de The chair is beside the 
table. 

Behind detrás de Please close the door behind 
you. 

Between entre Place the paper between the 
pages of your book. 

Near cerca Stay near the house when 
you are outside playing. 

Across a través de The bathroom is across the 
hallway. 

Down abajo Will you please move down  
one seat? 

Up Encima de The castle is up main street. 
Over  The shop should be right 

over the hill. 
Inside Adentro Please come inside the 

house. 
Outside Afuera Will you take the trash 

outside? 
Next to Al lado de Please don’t put your 

lemonaide next to mine.  
   



 


